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Inside a Divine Home at 
Asset Chandelier 
This 3-BHK spacious apartment at Asset Chandelier is a home for 3. A couple and their son. Asset 
Interiors/Customization team’s theme while designing the spaces of the house is traditional with spiritual 
inscriptions placed at key areas.

It is very important for a home to embody positivity and this home sure radiates that peaceful, divine and 
positive energy.

The living room opens up to the spacious dining area. On one corner of the dining room a sideboard is installed 
in addition to a wall-mounted cupboard. The sideboard’s bottom shelf lit with soft light.

The living room’s key piece is the beautifully designed pooja cupboard with beautiful motifs and intricate CnC 
work on the pull out doors. Delicate traditional bells are installed as a detailing feature. The wall between the 
two bedrooms also has a backlight design CnC wall with the inscription ohm giving the space a divine aura. 

Dining area and Kitchen

This sprawling 3-BHK’s all bedrooms are uniquely designed with different themes , the master bedroom has a 
study table cum storage space facing the window with natural light across one complete wall of the room.

The second bedroom has full length wardrobe along with a small study table installed at one end. 

Guest room is designed in pleasing pastel shades. Several other accent pieces adorn the bedrooms like a 
specially designed mirror etc.

Bedrooms

Living Room

Reach us at interiors@assethomes.in | Call: 9946100216

The team behind Design & Execution: Mr. Thambi P Bose, Ms. Sukanya and Mr. Sivaprasad

THE CLIENT SPEAKS
Asset Interior team were great. They really took the 
time to understand my requirements and helped me 
express myself in my home. The team’s attention to 
detail was phenomenal. They did an amazing job 
blending my expectations with their technical 
expertise and competency. Thambi P Bose and his 
team were very professional yet equally personable. 
I would definitely recommend them.

Best Regards,

Srijith K A
Proud owners of Asset Chandelier, 8A,Tripunithira. Srijith K A & Family


